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Introduction

In addition to the traditional interpolation methods
mentioned above, a few new DSP-based methods for highprecision event timing have been recently suggested.
General idea of these methods is to generate a specific
analog signal at instant determined by the input event,
digitise such Event-Initiated (EI-) signal and then digitally
process it. When the processing is made in a proper way, it
results in an estimate of the EI-signal position (and the
input event position respectively) on the time axis (Fig.1).

By the term “event timing” we mean measuring the
time instants when some events occur. In addition, we
consider the event timing only in the context of the
technical applications where events are represented by
leading edges of uniform pulses. In this case the event
timing is simply a measuring of time at instants when these
pulses arrive at the input of a measuring device. The
devices of such kind are called event timers.
Functionally the event timers cover possibilities of the
conventional time interval counters since any time
intervals between any events can be further calculated as
differences between the corresponding time-tags.
Accordingly, the event timers offer significant benefit in
applications where complicated signal analysis in
Modulation domain is especially needed (e.g., time-offlight spectrometry).
One of the most important problems for development
of advanced event timing technologies is to combine the
high measurement precision with high measurement rate.
We shall consider this problem solution by an example of
one DSP-based method for event timing.
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Principles of DSP-based methods for event timing
Usually ones define the timer’s precision as the
standard deviation of time measurement for single event.
Currently the “high” timer’s precision means that it is less
than tens of picoseconds (although such criterion is not too
strict). To achieve so high precision, certain interpolation
measurements are used in addition to the coarse time
measurements performed in a digital way. Mostly the
methods for such interpolation measurement (time interval
stretching, vernier method, time-to-amplitude conversion,
etc) are similar to the methods conventionally used for the
high-precision measurement of single-shot time intervals;
full-scale review of these methods may be found in [1].
However, practical implementation of the conventional
interpolation methods usually entails considerable
hardware complexity, including very careful design and
adjusting. For this reason most of the currently available
top-quality event timers belong to the class of the custommade and very expensive instruments.
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Fig. 1. Time (a) and block (b) diagrams illustrating the DSPbased methods for event timing

As can be seen, unlike the traditional interpolation
techniques, in this case the common-used DSP facilities
replace essential part of usually complicated analog
circuits, resulting in considerable reducing of hardware
complexity.
Conceptually the mentioned approach to highprecision event timing has been offered about ten years ago
[2]. Theoretically it can provide the precision as high as is
wished, if the EI-signal is absolutely stable and ideally
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timed to the input event. However, such conditions are not
practicable. Correspondingly various specific methods for
event timing based on this approach mainly differ in regard
to the best practice of EI-signals generation and to the
matched algorithms for their digital processing. For
example, the EI-signal considered in [2] is generated as a
train of triangular pulses with use of re-circulating cable
loop. At that time (1998), such method has provided toplevel precision (8.5 ps RMS).
Another recently considered DSP-based method for
event timing is based on application of the EI-signal in the
form of radio-frequency pulse (in response to a SAW filter
excitation) and computing algorithm for cross-correlation
estimations [3]. In the specific implementation this method
demonstrates the currently world’s best precision (less than
1 ps RMS), confirming the high potential of the DSP
approach as a whole.
However a large amount of signal samples (up to a few
thousands) is needed to perform the high-precision event
timing in accordance to the above particular methods. That
leads to a large dead time between adjacent measurements
and, correspondingly, significantly decreases the
achievable maximum measurement rate. In addition, this
requires essential computing resources for the related DSP.
The mentioned drawbacks considerably limit the
application area of DSP-based event timers. For example,
in many cases the creating of multi-channel event timer
systems is only one way to apply them for the task where
small dead time is vitally needed. Evidently, the multichannel systems are much more complicated, expensive
and not too reliable. In view of that it was important to
develop the method for event timing that can use a limited
amount of the EI-signal samples for further DSP to reduce
the dead time.

development had general advancement of DSP
technologies, including performance improvement of A/D
converters, programmable logical chips and other
electronic components.
Although the basic principle of the EET-method
seems to be quite simple, there are many essential
realisation details to achieve the best final result in its
specific implementation and to correctly evaluate the
actual potential of the method. For example, there are a lot
of routine technical problems concerning stabilization of
the EI-signal parameters, generation of the low-jitter clock
sequence, etc. In addition, the advanced test methods and
means should be applied to reliably evaluate the actual
performance characteristics of similar implementations.
We shall consider the basic features of EET-method by the
example of its implementation in recently performed by us
design of Event Timer A032-ET [6].
Example of the EET-method implementation
The most of top-quality event timers represent unique
customized products. The A032-ET differs from them in
that it was developed as an instrument commercially
available. In other words, it should provide not only high
performance characteristics but also good reproducibility
and low manufacturing cost to be attractive for potential
users. In view of all that the EET-method was well suited
for the A032-ET design owing to the provided hardware
simplicity. Functionally the A032-ET was oriented to
applications in Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), particularly
for SLR at KHz rate.
Structurally the A032-ET hardware almost fully
conforms to the block-diagram shown in Fig.1. To simplify
the hardware design, clock frequency 100 MHz is used.
This is quite convenient for reliable operation of the
commonly used integral digital components, including
Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLD) applied
for integral implementation of the control circuits. An
ordinary cable delay line is used for stabilization of the EIsignal parameters. On the whole that results in compact
and relatively simply adjustable hardware (Fig.2).

DSP-based method for fast event timing
The method (called EET, i.e., Enhanced Event
Timing), which basically meets the above condition, have
been developed and discussed in [4]. Briefly, the method
includes the generation of the EI-signal in form of a single
Gaussian pulse and the capturing from it only four samples
for further processing. Corresponding algorithm for EIsignal processing is based on the conversion of difference
between two specifically selected EI-signal samples to the
target digital time-tag. Important point of this method is
that such conversion is non-linear, resulting in nonuniform time quantizing to reduce the integral nonlinearity [5]. The matter is that so small sample amount
usually causes noticeable initial integral non-linearity that
can considerably decrease the timing precision. Generally
such particularity accompanies any method for highprecision event timing when a limited amount of signal
samples (up to tens) is used.
At that time (2001), in a specific implementation the
EET-method provided precision about 12 ps RMS at
measurement rate up to 10 MHz. The achieved precision
was quite good for so high measurement speed. Further
development of the EET-method and its implementations
during next few years considerably advanced the
performance characteristics of the high-precision event
timers based on it. A great importance in such
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Fig. 2. A032-ET hardware implementation

In the A032-ET hardware 10-bit A/D converter
(AD9214) continuously digitises a sequence of the EIsignals, but only four samples of each EI-signal are
selected and memorized for further processing. In this case
the hardware registers each event during 60 ns. Such small
dead time allows measuring the events from different
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inputs (e.g., START and STOP) in the same measurement
channel, providing considerable reducing the hardware
complexity. In addition, unlike the multi-channel event
timers, such single-channel configuration offers much
better stability of precision parameters due to the effect of
error compensation in measurements from different inputs.
The algorithm of signal processing requires about
fifty PC CPU operations for computation of one time-tag.
That is surely less than one microsecond for typical PC.
The computation is adapted to the actual parameters of the
EI-signal to achieve the best precision. Specifically, there
is a special online calibration procedure to correct the data
for computation process according to the long-term
variation of the ET-signal parameters under time-varying
operating conditions.
During last few years about 30 units of such device
have been manufactured and carefully tested. Thus, the
considered below performance characteristics have to be
safe.

measurements, otherwise they are like the internal noise
[5]. Therefore these three kinds of errors in the most cases
can be specified in statistical terms (by standard deviation
values).
Standard deviation  Q of the quantizing error can be
roughly evaluated with use of simple empirical expression
T
 Q  R N , where T R is the sampling period and N 3 2
resolution of the used A/D converter. For the A032-ET the
standard deviation  Q is equal to 3.3 ps approx.
As for the integral non-linearity errors, it is devicedepended and has been evaluated experimentally. Fig.4
illustrates typical A032-ET integral non-linearity obtained
with use of the evaluation method considered in [5].

Achievable precision for the EET-method
implementation
Fig.4. Typical A032-ET integral non-linearity

The simplest and demonstrative way how to specify
the A032-ET actual precision is to perform direct repetitive
measurement of a periodic test signal that has a jitter much
smaller than the expected random errors produced by the
instrument. In this case cyclical calculation of standard
deviation  T for time intervals between measured events
provides the estimates of the timer’s resolution (Fig.3).

Typically the standard deviation of such kind of errors
is in the range 2.5-2.7 ps.
Since the internal noise is caused by various parasitic
sources, it can be evaluated as a complement with respect
to the total measurement error, assuming that all mentioned
error components are statistically independent. Using the
previously estimated value of timer’s precision, the RMS
value of internal noise can be estimated as of about 2 ps.
Thus, in the considered specific case of EET-method
implementation there is the following relative distribution
of the error components in the total measurement error:
 quantizing errors – ~50%;
 integral non-linearity errors – ~30%;
 internal noise – ~20%.
On the basis of the above estimates it can be
concluded that there are at least two basic ways to improve
the precision of EET-based event timers as compared to
the A032-ET precision:
1. Minimization of the quantizing errors by using of A/D
converters with higher resolution (it is quite available).
2. More careful hardware design to minimize the
internal noise (it is always possible in a varying degree).
Our first attempts in these directions show that the
precision of the event timers based on EET-method at least
can be twice as good.

Fig. 3. Typical A032-ET resolution vs. time

Then the target estimates of the timer’s precision can
be simply obtained as  t   T 2 . As the multiple
experiments suggest, basically the A032-ET precision is
ranged from 4.2 to 5.6 ps for different implementations of
the device. This is in the range of the best precisions
currently achieved for the commercial event timers.
Generally three basic error components can be noted
as the main reasons for precision limitation of the EETbased event timers:
 quantizing errors which directly depends on the
resolution of A/D converter;
 integral non-linearity errors which basically are caused
by the impact of input signal on the interpolation
process through spurious couplings;
 internal noise caused by trigger errors, sampling jitter,
induced interferences, etc.
Note that the integral non-linearity errors are considered as
systematic ones only in the case of synchronous

Achievable operation speed

As can be seen, the operation speed for the EET-based
event timers depends on the EI-signal duration and
determines the smallest permissible time interval between
two adjacent events. The EET-method suggests the
minimum duration of EI-signal about 4 periods of clock
pulses defining the rate of this signal sampling. In practice
it should be a little greater (5-6 periods) taking into
account that some time is needed for recovery of the EIsignal shaper. That results in the dead time about 60 ns and
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the maximum measurement rate about 16-17 MHz when
100 MHz clock frequency is used. The higher clock
frequency is possible but within certain limits that depend
on the performance of currently available high-speed
electronic components. So it seems that the maximum
measurement rate at least up to 25-30 MHz is quite
practicable.
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Conclusion

DSP approach to high-precision event timing seems
promising and quite competitive in comparison with more
traditional techniques used for that. Specifically, the best
precision/ speed ratio for event timers have been achieved
just by this approach using the EET-method. It seems that
potential of this method is not exhausted and significant
improvement of performance for its next implementations
is quite possible.
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